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In the annals of true crime, few cases are as chilling as that of Tina Truax,
the young woman who was brutally murdered by her husband in 1960.
Now, in a new book, author John Glatt tells the full story of Tina's life and
death, painting a vivid portrait of a woman who was both victim and
survivor.

Tina Truax was born in 1938 in a small town in Pennsylvania. She was a
bright and beautiful young woman with a promising future. But her life took
a tragic turn when she married Lester Wright, a man who would become
her tormentor.

Wright was a violent and abusive man who subjected Tina to years of
physical and emotional torture. He beat her, raped her, and threatened to
kill her. Tina lived in constant fear for her life, but she was too afraid to
leave Wright. She believed that if she did, he would hunt her down and kill
her.

In 1960, Tina's worst fears came true. Wright strangled her to death and
buried her body in the woods. He then went on with his life as if nothing
had happened.
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Tina's murder went unsolved for decades. But in 2008, Wright was finally
arrested and charged with her murder. He was convicted and sentenced to
life in prison.

John Glatt's book, Grimmy Girl, tells the full story of Tina Truax's life and
death. It is a chilling and heartbreaking account of a woman who was failed
by the system and the people who were supposed to protect her.

Grimmy Girl is a must-read for anyone interested in true crime or the
history of domestic violence. It is a powerful and moving story that will stay
with you long after you finish reading it.

Free Download Your Copy of Grimmy Girl Today

Grimmy Girl is available now at all major bookstores. You can also Free
Download your copy online at Our Book Library, Barnes & Noble, or
IndieBound.
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